
4-5 WRITING A FUNCTION RULE WORKSHEET 126-129

Vocabulary. Review. Writing a Function Rule. In function notation, you read f(x) as â€œf of x.â€• You can think of the
value â€œf(x)â€• as another way of writing â€œy.â€•.

Plot the point on the grid and label with your initials. You may be pleasantly surprised at some of the features
shown here. Use the boxes below for your work space. This activity can be completed independently or as a
team. These options are from Excel versions prior to Excel XP. The directions below are geared towards
addition of fractions, but the same game can be played with any of the operations. Change the answer to a
percent Find the percent of increase from 12 to  Unfortunately, the poor quality of the menu layout and the
help preclude the possibility of the user self-learning these features. Throughout the course, we do work with
functions in all forms: graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally. New Hampshire does, however,
levy a tax on meals, room occupancies, and motor vehicle rentals. Put a dot over the number in the place you
are rounding to. How much has the minimum wage increased since before July 24, ? He planned to plant a
single row of rabbit repellant plants around the edge of the garden to keep out that pesky family. All one needs
is a guide to show you the way to master a field. This helps in identifying the primary problem. I would love
feedback. Play continues until the common piles are finished. Selecting multiple non- consecutive worksheets:
a click on the first sheet, b press down on the CTRL key, and, c one by one, click on the other worksheets you
want to select. I stress communication as one of the goals of this class. If the first cash flow occurs at the
beginning of the first period, this flow's value must not be included in the arguments for the NPV function.
How many miles away do you live from school? Lines that never intersect 5. The use of this feature is
optimized if data in separate worksheets is arranged in a manner that facilitates work on several sheets. The
answer tells them how many spaces to move up positive result or down negative result. Remember that area is
the measurement of covering the surface of a particular space. Set type equal to 0 If payments are due At the
end of the period, 1 if payments are due at the beginning of the period. Some of them may sound familiar, and
they are, but remember, sometimes another step is needed to get to the final answer. I now briefly lay out
where to find in the series a discussion of a specific menu option of Excel.


